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“Taking a Stand in History” lends itself to almost any topic, I consulted a friend, Dan
MacDonald a photographer and local historian. Using his suggestions for an “obscure” East
Tennessee topic, it came to light that my teacher was a direct descendant of one of the bridge
burner families. While the Civil War had not previously been an area of historical interest to me,
my teacher’s connection and the close proximity of this story to my home made it an obvious
choice for me.
Initially I met Mr. MacDonald at the East Tennessee Historical Society to study their
exhibit on the Bridge Burners. Next, I located sources at my local library which led me to
sources at the McClung Historical Collection including primary sources such as Parson
Brownlow’s book, Sketches of the Rise, Progress, and Decline of Secession, from 1862. I
contacted and scheduled interviews with: Mr. Donahue Bible, an author and long standing
expert on the topic; Dr. Aaron Astor, an author, professor of history, lecturer, and Civil War
expert; and Dr. Michael Toomey, history professor and Civil War expert. Mr. Bible led me
through an extensive tour of Greene County where he pointed out the actual bridge, the site of
the Harmon home and burial sites for four of the five hanged men. During two additional trips to
Greene County, I photographed the area for a seasonal effect. A local bridge inspector, Aaron
Blake, piloted a drone for aerial footage for my documentary. I made another trip to the
Historical Society to search through the microfilm archives. I found primary source articles from
Brownlow’s Knoxville Whig an old newspaper that reflected the political ideas and leanings of
the East Tennessee Unionists. Finally, I spent hours searching through online archives and
databases for newspaper articles, images, and resources.

Choosing to create a documentary was a given choice as I have done so before. I had
access to Final Cut Pro X, a highly regarded editing software. I consider myself to be a good
storyteller, and creating a documentary is a rewarding way to tell a story through images,
interviews, and music. I wrote and edited the script numerous times; looked for music to match
the mood and time period; searched for relevant images; and sorted through the interviews for
the appropriate clips. I used music recorded especially for my documentary being played on the
mountain dulcimer, an instrument native to East Tennessee.
The men involved in the bridge burnings, although not well known in history for their
actions, took a stand that reflected the sentiments of the people of East Tennessee during the
Civil War. This story illustrates the importance of taking a stand and sticking to your
convictions no matter how dear the price. Participating in National History Day has given me
the opportunity to explore a story from history that was almost forgotten. The Bridge Burners’
stand and sacrifice needs to be remembered both here in East Tennessee and within the national
light of the Civil War.
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